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ABSTRACT
Phase-field method has been emerged as a powerful numerical method that can simulate the evolution
of complicated morphologies. Although the phase-field method has been also applied to the
multiphase flow problems, many of those are limited to the two-phase problem. There are various
multiphase flow phenomena including more than three phases. Therefore, the development of phasefield model for the multiphase flow with three or more phases is important in both science and
engineering. Recently, Lee and Kim [1] developed a multi-phase-field model for multiphase flow
problem with arbitrary number of phases. In the model, they employed the Cahn-Hilliard model to
conserve the volume of each phase. However, the Cahn-Hilliard model needs very small time
increment and the computational cost becomes large. In addition, it is difficult to apply to various
multiphase flow problems and the versatility is not good.
In this study, we develop a conserved Allen-Cahn type multi-phase-field model by combining the
conserved Allen-Cahn model for two-phase flow by Chiu and Lin [2] and the multi-phase-field model
by Lee and Kim [1]. Then, we validate the model by performing the simulations in static and dynamic
problems. In the static problem, we compute the wetting angles of a droplet on static and flat wall by
changing the interface energy between droplet and solid. In the dynamic problem, we simulate a
buoyancy driven bubble that rises through another liquid-liquid interface. Here, we investigate the
interaction between droplet and liquid-liquid interface.
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interface model, P h y sic a A , 423, 33-50, 2015.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the stress intensity factor (SIF) and fatigue life in straight lugs of Aluminum 7075-T6 is
investigated using Extended Isogeometric Analysis (XIGA). The Non-Uniform Rational B- Spline
(NURBS) functions and enrichment functions through the partition of unity method are considered in
XIGA. The Heaviside function is enriched to capture jump at the crack faces, while the analytical
asymptotic solutions are incorporate with NURBS to perform the crack tip singularity. Comparisons are
performed among XIGA based SIF of edge cracked plate and straight attachment lug, analytical solution
and Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) capability available in ABAQUS. Also, crack growth and
fatigue life of single crack in attachment lug are approximated as compared with the available experimental
data for two different load ratios equal to 0.1 and 0.5.
Keywords: Attachment lugs; Stress intensity factor; Extended Isogeometric Analysis; Fatigue life
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ABSTRACT
We introduce a new methodology for modeling problems with strong discontinuities
independently of the finite element discretization. At variance with the
eXtendend/Generalized Finite Element Method (X/GFEM), the new method, named the
discontinuity-enriched Generalized Finite Element Method (de-GFEM), adds enriched
degrees of freedom only to nodes created at the intersection between the discontinuity
location and the underlying mesh. Although general, the method is demonstrated in the
context of computational fracture mechanics, and its versatility is illustrated with a set of
traction-free and cohesive crack examples. The method recovers stress intensity factors with
high accuracy, even with relatively coarse meshes.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) broadly attract researchers’ attention due to their supreme and
outstanding characteristics. The extraordinary mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of CNTs
make them as one of the most promising reinforcement materials for high performance structural and
multifunctional composites with various utilization.
Functionally graded carbon nanotube-reinforced composites (FG-CNTRCs) are new types of
nanocomposites in which the material composition is varied continuously along thickness direction
according to CNT volume fractions [1]. Applying this concept to materials commonly used in structures
has led to their efficient mechanical behavior.
This paper deals with isogeometric analysis (IGA) [2] of circular and elliptical FG-CNTRC plates. The
formulations are based on first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT). CNTs are embedded in polymer
matrix and distributed in four types of arrangements. The material properties of an FG-CNTRC are
assumed to be graded along the thickness direction and estimated through a micromechanical model
based on the extended rule of mixture. The accuracy and convergence of the isogeometric method is
established by comparing the evaluated results with available literature. Moreover, numerical results are
presented for various types of boundary conditions, plate length-to-thickness ratios, and CNT
distributions and volume fractions. IGA has been conveniently used as a numerical technique due to its
ability to represent circular and elliptical geometries exactly. Moreover, in case of need for higher order
of continuity for the solution space, k-refinement technique can be utilized. Detailed parametric studies
demonstrate that CNT distributions along the thickness direction have noticeable effects on static and
dynamic behavior of CNTRC plates.
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ABSTRACT
We present a phase-field model for multiphase flow of arbitrary number of immiscible incompressible
fluids with variable densities and viscosities. The model consists of a system of variable density and
viscosity Navier-Stokes equations coupled to multicomponent Cahn-Hilliard variational inequalities.
The proposed formulation admits a natural energy law, exactly preserves physically meaningful
constraints and allows for a straightforward modeling of surface tension effects.
We propose a practical fully-discrete finite element approximation of the model which preserves the
energy law and the associated physical constraints. In the case of matched densities we prove
convergence of the numerical scheme towards a weak solution of the continuous model. As a by
product of the convergence result we obtain existence of weak solutions. Furthermore, we propose a
convergent iterative fixed-point algorithm for the solution of the discrete nonlinear system of
equations and present computational studies to demonstrate properties of the phase-field model.
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ABSTRACT
We consider the mathematical modeling of red blood cells (RBCs), which together with plasma, white
blood cells, and platelets, constitute the blood. RBCs are the principal factor of blood rheology since
they outnumber the other cells and platelets, especially in small vessels (the capillaries). We model the
RBC lipid bi-layer biomembrane as a surface in the 3D space, whose evolution in time is governed by
a geometric Partial Differential Equation (PDE) deriving from the minimization of the bending energy
under area and volume constraints, also called Canham–Helfrich energy [3]. The geometric PDEs
modeling the shape of RBCs involve high order surface differential operators and result in a time
dependent nonlinear problem.
In this talk, we consider the spatial approximation of the geometric PDEs modeling the RBC by means
of NURBS-based Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) in the framework of the Galerkin method. The RBCs'
membranes are represented by smooth single-patch NURBS surfaces. The use of NURBS with high
order of continuity of the basis functions leads to efficient treatment of the high order differential
operators [2]; moreover, it allows for accurate evaluations of the geometrical quantities involved in the
geometric PDEs [1]. We satisfy the area and volume constraints of the RBC by Lagrange multipliers.
We propose Backward Differentiation Formulas for the time discretization of the PDEs, with
extrapolation of the geometric quantities and semi-implicit treatment of the area and volume
preservation constraints. We show and discuss numerical results obtained in approximating geometric
PDEs with IGA, highlighting that with a limited amount of degrees of freedom it is yielding very
accurate geometric representation of RBCs.
Finally, we present and discuss numerical simulations for RBC modeling coupled with plasma flow.
We propose a non-boundary-fitted discretization of the fluid domain with respect to the shape of the
RBC. The presence of the biomembrane is accounted weakly in the fluid formulation, while RBCs are
accounted as geometric PDEs. We present some results for this numerical coupling.
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We introduce optimal quadrature rules for spline spaces that are frequently
used in Galerkin discretizations to build mass and stiffness matrices. Using the
homotopy continuation concept [Bartonˇ and Calo, 2015] that transforms optimal
quadrature rules from source spaces to target spaces, we derive optimal rules for
splines defined on finite domains. Starting with the classical Gaussian quadrature
for polynomials, which is an optimal rule for a discontinuous odd- degree space,
we derive rules for target spaces of higher continuity. We further show how the
homotopy methodology handles cases where the source and target rules require
different numbers of optimal quadrature points. We demonstrate it by deriving
optimal rules for various odd-degree spline spaces, particularly with non-uniform
knot sequences and non-uniform multiplicities. We also discuss convergence of
our rules to their asymptotic counterparts, that is, the analogues of the midpoint rule
[Hughes at al., 2010], that are exact and optimal for infinite domains. For spaces of
low continuities, we numerically show that the derived rules quickly converge to
their asymptotic counterparts as the weights and nodes of a few boundary elements
differ from the asymptotic values.
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ABSTRACT
Damage prediction in concrete structures undergoing fragmentation due to impact can be
effectively solved using meshfree methods such as the reproducing kernel particle method
(RKPM). However, severe overestimation of structural damage can occur due to the
instability resulting from the employment of nodal integration. In particular, spurious zeroenergy modes can grow unbounded, leading to non-physical damage evolution. Recent
advances in nodal integration, such as the naturally stabilized nodal integration (NSNI)
method [1] and nodal integration constructed under the variationally consistent integration
(VCI) framework [2], enable accurate prediction of physical phenomena. When applied to
problems involving impact on concrete structures, critical phenomena such as radial cracking,
circumferential cracking, and spalling can be captured. This study investigates how the order
of consistency, locality, continuity, quadrature rule, stabilization method, and material models
affect the numerical prediction of fragment-impact processes. This work also considers the
possibility of coupling RKPM and FEM for enhanced efficiency, and examines its effect on
the solution accuracy. The numerical results are validated with the experimental data [3], and
the damage mechanisms predicted under the meshfree framework are assessed.
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ABSTRACT
There exists a plethora of work on attempts to solve the surface-to-volume parametrization problem.
Many of these attempts include strategies for solving the analogous curve-to-area parametrization
problem in order to lay groundwork for solving the three-dimensional case. This work is focused on
comparing two of the recently developed methods and applying them to standard problems.
Engvall and Evans [1] proposed the use of rational Bernstein-Bézier tetrahedra in order to overcome
the limitations of trivariate NURBS and T-splines in Isogeometric Analysis (IGA). The authors
introduced new algorithms and methodology for the two-dimensional case. The presented technique
involves constructing a polygon approximation of the geometry and refining it using a quadtree
background mesh to capture small geometry features, before constructing a linear triangular mesh and
converting it into a geometrically exact triangular Bernstein-Bézier mesh.
Sevilla et al. [2] introduced the NURBS-enhanced finite element method (NEFEM) as an
improvement to classical FEM. NEFEM is similar to IGA in the use of NURBS but restricts the exact
NURBS description to the boundary of the domain. To preserve the efficiency of the classical FEM, a
standard FE triangulation and numerical integration is used for the interior. Sevilla et al. [3] have
presented the first fully automatic meshing method suitable for the NEFEM. The algorithm proposed
is a variant of the advancing front method, where mesh fronts coinciding with the curved boundary
match the exact geometry.
In this work the aforementioned methods are closely examined and compared involving an assurance
of mesh quality. Finally the resulting meshes are applied to various standard problems such as the
potential flow over an airfoil in order to examine their suitability for analysis.
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ABSTRACT
There is a great need for efficient, robust, and informative design space exploration tools throughout
the engineering design cycle. In early-stage design, this tool helps the end-user gain understanding of
how changes in design features affect overall system response, narrow down the admissible design
space through the application of design constraints, and determine optimality criteria for a given
design problem. In late-stage design, this tool helps the end-user quantify, propagate, and ultimately
control the effect of uncertain geometric variations after a final design has been selected. Despite the
obvious need for effective design space exploration tools, current approaches are largely ad-hoc,
application-specific, and they require frequent user interaction with both Computer Aided Design
(CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) software packages.
In this talk, we introduce an integrated and universal mathematical framework for design space
exploration based on the use of isogeometric analysis and emerging technologies arising in the
uncertainty quantification community. The isogeometric paradigm naturally yields the concept of a
“geometric family” where, rather than treating each engineering model as an independent entity, we
instead parametrize geometries belonging to the same “family” by a set of shared design parameters. A
subset of these geometries is then selected through a collocation-like method and analyzed.
Subsequently, a low-fidelity surrogate model is constructed from these samples through the use of
interpolating and pseudospectral representations of the design space solution manifold.
This surrogate model provides a quantitative characterization of design parameter sensitivities and
how alterations in design parameters affect the corresponding displacement field, allowing the enduser to explore the design space in early-stage design. In this talk, this feature is presented in the
context of the structural response due to aerodynamic loading of a wind turbine blade. The
methodology also addresses the issues of manufacturing uncertainty in the late-stage design by
understanding the effects of perturbations in design parameters on the corresponding solution field,
allowing the specification of geometric tolerances such that the resulting product remains in
compliance with the predefined system requirements. In this talk, this application is exemplified
through the linear-elastic analysis of an L-bracket, where we consider the influence of perturbations in
stochastic geometric parameters on the resulting displacement field. We also examine the convergence
behavior and stability, as well as provide error estimates, for the aforementioned methodology.
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ABSTRACT
Isogeometric Analysis has the ambition of using a unique definition for CAD and PDEs Analysis .
Complex real life constructions, such the ones can be found in [4], necessitates multi-patch surfaces or
volumes. Hence the interest in the study of multi-patch C1 isogeometric spaces. In [1] this question
was limited to Bézier surfaces, where it was completely solved, in term of existence and dimension of
the resulting space. In [2] results were extended to B-Splines under some geometric restrictions, and in
[3] the notion of Analysis Suitability (AS) of such constructs was introduced.
We recall the main results of [1] were AS is shown to be always satisfied for cubic- C1 curved
boundaries and for patches of degree 5 at least, and under some restrictions for patches of degree 4.
We study the relation between the mesh geometry (without the restrictions of [2] and [3]), the
resulting C1 basis functions along edges and the eventual absence of hierarchy in h-refinements.
The main interest lies in the possibility of extending our approach to graph functions over 3D
domains. To the “2D” graph surface solution corresponds a 3D graph volume imbedded in 4D. The
extension is not trivial. We analyse all the requirements to define our construction of graph volumes as
solid C1 B-Rep volumes on a reference hexahedral mesh and the resulting restrictions on this
underlying 3D hexahedral mesh.
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ABSTRACT
Corrosion-induced damage in magnesium alloys shows that corrosion is not limited to its surface,
instead, a certain "diffusion" layer is affected by it. Nanoindentation analysis shows that corrosion
modifies mechanical properties in this layer, which extends 2 to 8 μm away from the corrosion product
layer into the bulk. Weakening of mechanical properties includes: lower elastic modulus, lower
fracture toughness, and increased heterogeneity. Chemical analysis shows that the layer is composed
of partially-oxidized magnesium and diffused sodium and chloride ions (see [1]). This damage layer
can serve as initiation site for cracks that can propagate into the bulk. A peridynamic model for
corrosion includes the diffusion corrosion layer in a natural way. The model, introduced in [2] and
extended in [3], is diffusion-based, and thus it treats the detailed electrochemistry of corrosion only in
an average sense, the coupling with a phase-change model and a mechanical damage-model allows for
rather sophisticated simulations of corrosion-induced damaged and stress corrosion cracking. We
improve upon the results shown in [3] that discuss the influence of an assumed lacy cover on the
evolution of pitting corrosion and introduce a model in which re-passivation happens and the lacy
cover is produced as part of the solution. We discuss calibration of the model to experimental data and
present further results on Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) evolution. The benefits of using a nonlocal
model in corrosion damage will be emphasized.
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ABSTRACT
Phase-field models for failure have been a topic of much research in recent years. Results have shown
that these models are able to produce complex crack patterns in both two and three dimensions. A
number of extensions from brittle to non-brittle materials have been proposed and results are
promising. In this presentation we will describe recent work on extending and validating phase-field
models for predicting failure in ductile materials. In this work we leverage the properties of the
smooth basis provided by isogeometric analysis to develop higher-order models that more accurately
represent the physical processes that contribute to failure. We will also present results of our effort to
validate these models against experimental results.
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ABSTRACT
Due to an exact representation of the geometry and to the use of smoother functions, the concept of
isogeometric analysis [1], based on NURBS functions, enables to compute structures with an
improved per-degree-of-freedom accuracy.
Although the global accuracy of NURBS is now proved, difficulties are still encountered to model
localized phenomena within a NURBS patch. This is inherent to the tensor product nature of NURBS
which necessarily implies a structured quadrangular mesh in a NURBS patch. As an example, the
introduction of a geometric detail (hole, crack) may involve a costly re-parametrization of the NURBS
model, including the treatment of trimmed NURBS objects. To address the issue, the combination of
fictitious domain approaches with coupling methods may constitute an interesting option [2].
However, it has to be noted that such strategies still suffer from some intrusiveness: if the local region
is expected to evolve (shape optimization of the hole, crack propagation), several re-constructions and
re-computations of the whole problem have to be performed.
The alternative purpose of this work is to develop a non-intrusive coupling strategy for NURBS [3].
The method involves the definition of two models: a global, coarse NURBS (multi-)patch model of the
whole structure and a local, more detailed (NURBS or classical) finite element “sub-model” meant to
replace the global model in the area of interest. An iterative coupling technique is used to perform the
substitution in an exact but non-intrusive way. It results in a simple, flexible strategy: first, the global
NURBS patch remains unchanged, which completely eliminates the need for costly re-parametrization
procedures; then, easy merging of a linear NURBS code with any other existing robust codes suitable
for the modeling of complex local behavior is possible. A range of numerical examples in twodimensional linear elasticity are carried out to demonstrate the performance of the methodology for
NURBS local modeling. In particular, the developed non-intrusive strategy is used for crack modeling
and shape optimization of geometric details in a NURBS patch.
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ABSTRACT
Projectile penetration analysis (PPA) problems have mostly been addressed with non-objective
analytic models, seemingly because nothing better was available. This paper describes some of
these conventional methods and the problems associated with them (e.g., the need to use erosion
with finite element formulations), and it shows how they fail to perform objectively. In contrast,
the paper shows results from physics-based formulations for addressing PPA problems that
provide an objective scheme to capture PPA responses using an evolutionarily coupled FEM
(finite element method) and RKPM (reproducing kernel particle method) formulation. This
formulation is shown to capture a variety of PPA test results without the need to tune (calibrate)
the model to get reasonable results. In other words, this model does not require the use of nonphysics parameters, such as hourglass control, erosion to work properly. Furthermore, both the
RKPM and FEM formulations use the same physics-based material models, state variable, nodal
integration, and material points, which result in significant advantages in PPA problems. These
features are yet to be included in other coupled codes like LS-DYNA.
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ABSTRACT
As a remarkable difference to the existing CAD technology, where shapes are represented by their
boundaries, FEM-based Isogeometric Analysis typically needs a parameterization of the interior of
the domain. Due to the strong influence on the accuracy of the analysis, methods for constructing a
good parameterization are fundamentally important. The flexibility of single patch representations is
often insufficient, especially when more complex geometric shapes have to be represented. Using a
multi- patch structure may help to overcome this challenge.
In this talk we present a framework, that connects the boundary-based design step and the surfacebased analysis step in the two-dimensional setting. Given a loop of boundary curves, we find the
optimal multi-patch parameterization with respect to an objective function that captures the
parameterization quality. The optimization considers both, the location of the control points and the
layout of the multi-patch structure. The latter information is captured by pre-computed catalogs of
all available multi-patch topologies.
The overall framework is used to simulate the Stokes flow on the cross section of the flowpath of
an airfoil in a fully automatic manner.
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ABSTRACT
Fluid-Structure Interaction for high Mach number flows, such as blast loading on structures, is a
highly complicated and challenging problem. Its accurate numerical simulation requires a robust fluid
solver for the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, an advanced computational method that can
capture possible disintegration of the structure, as well as a sophisticated fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) technique. Part I of this work presents a stabilized formulation for the solution of the
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The resulting weak form is discretized using Non-Uniform
Rational B-Splines (NURBS) in space, and is therefore a higher order method. An explicit secondorder accurate time integration scheme is employed to advance the equations in time. Numerical
examples of high Mach number flows are presented. Part II presents the structural discretization and
the adopted FSI technique. Solids subjected to blast exhibit excessive material distortion, therefore a
reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM) is proposed for the structural discretization. This
technique alleviates possible mesh distortion difficulties associated with Lagrangian Finite Element
Methods. The adopted FSI technique originates from the Immersed Finite Element Method. A fixed
background Eulerian mesh is used for the Fluid, while Lagrangian meshfree solid particles move on
the top of the background grid. Following the methodology presented in Part I, the background grid is
discretized with NURBS in space and with an explicit second order method in time. Both fluid and
structural quantities are solved on the background grid. Exchange of information between fluid and
structure is achieved through a higher order interpolation function. FSI examples of structures
subjected to blast are presented.
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ABSTRACT
Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) has been proven to be an effective tool in bridging the gap between
design and analysis [2]. In this talk, IGA is used to simulate the ground excavation process of the
Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) [1]. The typical tunneling process involves contact between TBM and
the ground soil. In this scenario, the smoothness of NURBS shape function gives rise to efficient and
accurate contact modeling algorithm. Additionally, the ground soil is modeled by means of two phase
mixture in partially unsaturated state [3]. Different soil layers are built by direct importation of surface
CAD data, which simplifies the geometrical modeling process. To support for efficient integration of
the underlying PDEs, the Bezier decomposition concept is used. This is coupled with state of the art
domain decomposition technique [4] to enable parallel computation on cluster. Selected numerical
examples are presented to show the advantage of IGA over traditional modeling scheme.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decades, modeling of blood flow at small scales has attracted remarkable attention in
computational mechanics. In vessels with a diameter smaller than 500 μm, blood cells should be
explicitly included in the model in order to capture the behavior of blood accurately, which leads to a
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem. The large amount of cells and their large deformations
advise against the use of boundary-fitted FSI techniques for this problem. A suitable alternative is to
apply immersed FSI methods.
We have recently applied isogeometric analysis (IGA) to immersed FSI using both non-uniform
rational B-splines (NURBS) [1] and unstructured T-splines [2]. In those papers, splines are used for
both the Eulerian and Lagrangian meshes and also for the information transfer between the meshes.
The linear momentum balance and mass conservation equations are solved using a variational
multiscale technique and the kinematic equation between the Lagrangian displacement and the
Eulerian velocity is solved using a collocation method at the Greville points. Benchmark problems are
solved in both articles achieving very good agreement with the available analytical solution for those
cases.
We would like to present the application of the aforementioned methodology to blood flow at small
scales [3]. First, we are able to reproduce the common shapes and motions of red blood cells (RBCs)
and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in shear flow. Then, we analyze the dynamics and the rheology of
RBCs in parabolic flow measuring both the apparent viscosity and the Fåhræus effect. Finally, we
study the behavior of a CTC going through both narrowings and widenings of a channel.
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ABSTRACT
Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) is the most promising method for seamless integration of ComputerAided Design (CAD) field and Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) field since it was put forward
during the past ten years. Applying IGA method onto the computational domains with complex
boundary or topology is a difficult task hard to overcome. Even developing an IGA method
applying onto trimmed geometry is valuable taste, realizing an IGA method onto simple
computational domains which can compose of a more complex computational domains is still a
direct and effective way. For current most methods focus on generation of a single parametric
quadrilateral computational domain, how to divide complex computational domain into simple
ones is worth to study and has a long way to go. So constructing a so parameterized model
adjustable for IGA by a variety of methods is encouraged. In CAD society many parameterization
methods were put forward for the CAD model represented with polygonal meshes. Similarly, there
are abundant models in CAE society. So parameterization reconstruction of these CAE model is a
valuable work.
This paper started work from The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model that can be created by
using current FEA software such as ANSYS. For reducing the complexity of started work, we
presented a surface parametric reconstruction based on quadrilateral mesh model. Extract node
and element information from the mesh model generated from CAE software, reconstruct
topological information of node and element, developed a few merging operations including
regular merging and adaptive merging to reduce the number of four-sided domains to an
acceptable amount. Adjusting, fitting and smoothening, the boundary curves of these domains with
leaving the feature points, all the domains with four-sided boundary curves are generated.
Interpolating these boundary curves to create inner control points through Coons interpolation.
Then physical properties parameters for all the control points will be taken as unknowns in IGA
method. To solve this problem, this paper used an idea of partition and merging to realize the IGA
algorithm. Since all the domains are partitioned into many sub-patches by our partition method.
After some transformation operations such as calculus of variations, a physical domain problem
was transformed into a problem of solving linear equation group. Calculation of the stiffness
matrix is the key problem. By calculating the stiffness matrix of each sub-patch separately many
local stiffness matrixes can be achieved. By using the correspondence of the indexes for the
control points shared with two sub-patches in the global stiffness matrix and the local stiffness
matrix, the local stiffness matrix could be fit into the global stiffness matrixes. The whole
equilibrium equation was established according to the constraints and loads conditions. Finally, the
analysis results of the whole physical domain can be obtained by solving a linear equation group.
Following the above process, IGA method was realized and several examples were implemented to

verify our idea. The results show that our method is practical and effective for the two dimension
computational domain with complex topology. A few examples were given and verified our method
to be effective and powerful. Compared with the traditional FEA results, our method also provide a
new method for analysis of two dimension plate with multi-holes.
Keywords: Isogeometric Analysis; FEA model; parameterization of computational domain;
portioned and merged domain; multi-holes

（a）FEA model

(e)sub-domains for IGA

（b）Merging result

（c）smooth result of boundary curves

(f)stress result by IGA

Figure 1. Example for our method by procedure

（d）parametric domain

(g)stress result by ANSYS software
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ABSTRACT
To better simulate multiphase (solid-liquid-gas) interactions involving failure evolution at different
scales, a particle-based multiscale material point method (Multi-MPM) is being developed, in which
molecular dynamics, dissipative particle dynamics, solid dynamics and fluid dynamics are
concurrently treated with a simple but efficient interfacial scheme in a single computational domain
within the original MPM framework [Sulsky et al., 1994]. Preliminary simulation results [Chen et al.,
2014; Jiang et al., 2015] have demonstrated the potential of the Multi-MPM in both coarse-graining
fine details and integrating the details at different scales. To reduce the cell-crossing error in the
original MPM, the local mapping process could be replaced by various nonlocal operations with
additional computational expenses, such as those in the Generalized Interpolation Material Point
(GIMP) Method [Bardenhagen and Kober, 2004], the Convected Particle Domain Interpolation
(CPDI) method [Sadeghirad et al., 2011] and the Dual Domain Material Point (DDMP) method
[Zhang et al., 2011]. Recent research results on simulating multiscale and multiphysical phenomena
[Tao et al., 2016] and on combining the MPM with other spatial discretizaiton methods will be
presented in the conference.
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ABSTRACT
A strain gradient stabilization is introduced in the reproducing kernel (RK) formulation for large
deformation analysis. The stabilization is derived from the decomposition of the smoothed
displacement field and is augmented in the variational equations as the penalty term for the inelastic
analysis. Dual integration points are introduced in the weak form with employment of the direct nodal
integration; as a result, a stabilized nodal integration scheme is formulated without the need of a
stabilization control parameter and smoothing sub-cells [1]. The derivation of this work is compared
with a similar work in [2]. The effectiveness of proposed numerical schemes is verified by modeling
several benchmark problems. The stabilization scheme is extended to an u-p semi-Lagrangian RK
formulation [3] for modeling penetration in soils.
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HYBRID VOLUME COMPLETION FOR
COMPLEX SHAPES
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Constructing a trivariate spline volume parameterization from a given CAD spline surface
representation for use in IsoGeometric Analysis (IGA) is a largely unsolved problem. It was
proposed to create a complete volumetric representation of a shape derived from its NURBS
boundary representation in [2]. This presentation discusses new variants of that methodology and
explores the issues of using them for shapes with topological complexities.
Difficult to represent volumetric models that have inner boundaries marking discontinuities in
materials and also multiple shapes in a single environment are considered. The C 0 interfaces
between different types of elements are generalized to support better-shaped simplices and
flexibility in local refinement.
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ABSTRACT
Large eddy simulation (LES) of turbulence has been a successful methodology for simulating
turbulence, but challenges still remain which have so far prevented LES from becoming a mature
technology for complex engineering flow analysis. These challenges include difficulties associated
with the use of filters and numerical inconsistency of the resolved scales which results from the use of
an eddy-viscosity. The use of variational multiscale (VMS) methods for subgrid-scale modelling in
LES of incompressible turbulence flows was first introduced in order to replace the use of filters with
variational projections [1]. More recently, residual-based variational multiscale (RBVMS) methods
were developed in order to capture all scales consistently, eliminating the eddy viscosity [2]. Existing
RBVMS methods for turbulent flows utilize an algebraic approximation for the fine-scale solution.
While these methods have shown much promise, the algebraic approximation is not able to capture all
of the variation of the unresolved scales.
We present a differential VMS method for incompressible viscous flow and apply the method to
isogeometric analysis. In this new method, the fine-scale solution is approximated by solving the finescale problem using discontinuous Galerkin. We demonstrate that the lowest-order basis for the fine
scales is sufficient to stabilize the higher-order coarse-scale problem. We present results of the
advection-diffusion problem, which demonstrate the present method is stable and accurate in the
advective limit and is robust with respect to mesh refinement and geometry. The resulting formulation
is also tested on turbulent-flow benchmark problems, again showing excellent stability and accuracy.
Furthermore, the approximation of the fine scales also provides an a posteriori error estimator.
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ABSTRACT
The boundary element method is a commonly used tool in acoustic engineering for modelling products
in unbounded domains. Because CAD geometries are intrinsically boundary representations, boundary
element approaches lend themselves perfectly for implementation in isogeometric frameworks. In
particular the indirect variational approach is of interest, allowing the modelling of problems both with
open and with closed boundaries and also combined interior/exterior problems. This is an important
advantage when compared to direct boundary integral formulations, since various industrial problems
require the modelling of such problems. Moreover, the variational formulation leads to symmetric
system matrices, which can significantly reduce the computational cost for larger models. Motivated
by this, the present work uses an isogeometric indirect variational boundary element method [1] for
solving steady-state acoustic problems in three dimensions. NURBS geometries are used, since the
vast majority of CAD files are still NURBS-based. Unfortunately, their tensor-product structure
typically requires the use of multiple patches for representing complex geometries. These multipatch
configurations are often non-conforming at their interfaces, hampering a straightforward coupling of
the corresponding patches. This is resolved by means of a weak master-slave coupling that enforces
interface constraints resulting from fundamental relationships between NURBS basis functions and
their knot-inserted versions [2]. The presented approach uses this weak coupling for ensuring C0continuity across patch boundaries in the employed indirect variational boundary element framework.
Its accuracy and robustness are illustrated through some numerical case studies, applying the method
to industrially interesting problems consisting of multiple NURBS patches, including strongly nonconforming configurations.
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ABSTRACT
The presentation describes the use of the Lagrangian-only meshfree capabilities in the EPIC code for
predicting severe material responses such as those from explosive detonations and high-speed impact.
All material components for such complex problems are modeled as Lagrangian including fluids,
which is a distinct contrast to typical Eulerian fluid modeling techniques. These computations are
accomplished by using the finite-element and Meshless General Particle Algorithm (GPA) or the
Combined Particle-Element Method (CPEM) in EPIC. The primary advantage of Lagrangian
approaches is that the grid moves with the material such that interfaces and material histories are well
defined. Tracking and treatment of complex material interactions among the multiple materials, as well
as material state variable evolutions (e.g., advection) continue to be problematic for approaches that
involve an Eulerian component. The meshfree particle methods naturally avoid mesh distortion and
entanglement problems associated with finite elements, and thus can model severe deformations in a
Lagrangian framework. A discussion on regularization methods and materials aspects at high rates is
made. Comparison of pre-test computations is made with full-scale validation tests. The good
comparison to tests provides confidence in the modeling capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
Particle accelerators, such as the LHC at CERN, take fundamental particles up to the speed of light by
exposing them to properly excited electromagnetic fields. Radio Frequency (RF) cavities are
responsible for the acceleration of the beam. The fields created within these devices are extremely
sensitive to the geometry of the cavity itself.
Controlling the resonant frequency of cavity eigenmodes in a particle accelerator is crucial in order to
guarantee the synchronization of the electromagnetic wave and the particle bunches. Such frequency is
determined essentially by the geometry of the cavity walls, which is therefore a critical parameter for
the design of the cavity. The high-energy electromagnetic field inside the cavity exerts a radiation
pressure on the walls, which causes a mechanical deformation of the geometry. Albeit small, this
deformation may lead to a significant shift of the resonant frequency. This effect, known as Lorentz
detuning, needs to be predicted with high precision in order to achieve a robust cavity design.
Standard Finite Element Methods (FEM) may require an extremely high level of mesh refinement to
achieve sufficient accuracy when evaluating Lorentz detuning, due to inaccuracies when
approximating the deformed and undeformed cavity walls in the FEM mesh and due to the limited
accuracy of typical low-order FEM basis functions. In this presentation, we describe a simulation
strategy based on Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) [1] which allows an exact representation of the
geometry and the direct application of the computed deformation to the starting geometry, without any
further approximation. Finally it offers the possibility to accurately approximate the electromagnetic
fields using high-order elements.
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ABSTRACT
We propose the variational collocation method for the numerical solution of partial differen-tial equations.
The conceptual basis is the establishment of a direct connection between the Galerkin method and the
classical collocation methods, with the perspective of achieving the accuracy of the former with a
computational cost of one point evaluation per degree of freedom as in the latter. Variational collocation
requires a discrete space constructed by smooth and pointwise non-negative basis functions, which makes
the approach imme- diately applicable to isogeometric analysis and some meshfree methods. In this paper,
we concentrate on isogeometric analysis and demonstrate that there exists a set of points such that
collocation of the strong form at these points produces the Galerkin solution exactly. We provide an
estimate of these points and show that applying isogeometric collocation at the estimated points completely
solves the well-known odd/even discrepancy in the order of spatial convergence. We demonstrate the potential
of variational collocation with examples of linear and non-linear elasticity as well as Kirchhoff plates.
Keywords: Variational collocation, Isogeometric analysis, Galerkin method, Collocation method,
Meshfree method
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ABSTRACT
We focus on the bond-based Peridynamic Softening model [1] with respect to small
deformations. In this model the horizon parameter describes the length scale of the
process zone and the material parameters are independent of it. For the numerical
validation for the EMU nodal discretization we presented, that the Softening model
reproduces the Poisson's ratio and the Young's modulus and depends linearly on the
Griffith energy.
We developed a method to visualize the stress tensor for non-local nodal data. We
apply this method to the Softening model and quantitatively compare the stress tensor
at the crack tip dependent on the length scale of the process zone.

REFERENCES
[1] R. Lipton, Dynamic Brittle Fracture as a Small Horizon limit of
Peridynamics, Journal of Elasticity, 2014, Volume 117, Issue 1, pp 21-50.
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ABSTRACT
We make connections between peridynamics and SPH by studying a mesh free
discretization of a nonlocal integral relaxation of the conventional linear Stokes
equation characterized by a positive parameter δ which measures the range of
nonlocal interactions. A rigorous mathematics theory is provided to the nonlocal
continuum models which serves as the basis to analyze the numerical methods in
terms of both modeling and discretization parameters.
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ABSTRACT
Meshfree methods such as the element-free Galerkin (EFG) method invented by Belytschko et al. [1],

have been developed to be a formidable competitor and also a beneficial complement to the
traditional finite element method (FEM) which dominates engineering analysis for decades.
One attractive advantage of meshfree methods is that constructing high order approximation is much
more convenient than that in the finite element method (FEM). However, high order meshfree
methods is computationally inefficient since a large number of integration points are required. On the
other hand, the stabilized conforming nodal integration proposed by Chen et al. [2] is very efficient for
linear meshfree Galerkin methods, but it cannot exploit the high convergence and accuracy of
meshfree methods with high order approximation. In this work, the number of quadrature points for
high order meshfree methods is remarkably reduced by correcting the nodal derivatives. Such
correction is rationally developed based on the Hu-Washizu three-field variational principle. The
proposed method is able to exactly pass patch tests in a consistent manner and is therefore, named as
consistent high order meshfree methods [3]. In contrast, the traditional meshfree methods cannot
exactly pass patch tests. Numerical results of elastostatic problems show that the proposed technique
remarkably improves the numerical performance of high order meshfree methods in terms of accuracy,
convergence, efficiency and stability. Application of the proposed methods to non-linear analysis such
as finite strain problems as well as related issues such as the imposition of essential boundary
conditions will also be presented.

REFERENCES
[1] T. Belytschko, Y. Lu, and L. Gu, Element-free Galerkin methods, International Journal for
Numerical Methods in Engineering, 37, 229–256, 1994.
[2] J.S. Chen, C.T. Wu, S. Yoon, and Y. You, A stabilized conforming nodal integration for
Galerkin mesh-free methods, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 50,
435–466, 2001.
[3] Q. Duan, X. Gao, B. Wang, etc., Consistent element-free Galerkin method, International
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 99, 79–101, 2014.
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ABSTRACT
There are two key technologies behind the recent boom in gas and oil production in the U.S. The first
one is horizontal drilling and the second one is multistage fracturing in which between three and eight
fractures are simultaneously propagated. Each fracture starts from a cluster of perforations connecting
the well to the reservoir. The near wellbore merging of initial fractures and their reorientation towards
the preferred fracture plane leads to complex fracture geometries which in turn induce a strong
nonlinear pressure drop near the wellbore. The fracture shape, and consequently pressure drop, varies
significantly between clusters. As a result, the majority of the gas and oil production, comes from only
20 to 30% of the clusters. While this near wellbore fracture tortuosity plays a key role on the
performance of multistage fracturing, all computational methods adopted in the oil and gas industry
for the simulation of hydraulic fractures assume planar crack geometries. This presentation reports on
recent advances of a Generalized Finite Element Method (GFEM) for three-dimensional hydraulic
fractures [1,2]. The proposed GFEM is able to handle (i) Simulations of 3-D non-planar fractures with
complex geometries; (ii) Interaction and coalescence of 3-D non-planar crack surfaces and (iii)
Simulations involving highly non-convex crack fronts. Discretization errors and computational cost
are controlled through adaptive mesh refinement and enrichment. Strongly graded 3-D discretizations
are automatically updated as the fracture evolves. Examples illustrating these capabilities and the
robustness of the method are presented.

REFERENCES
[1] P. Gupta and C.A. Duarte. Simulation of Non-Planar Three-Dimensional Hydraulic Fracture
Propagation. International Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, 38, 13971430, 2014.
[2] P. Gupta and C.A. Duarte. Coupled Formulation and Algorithms for the Simulation of Non-Planar
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Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, accepted for publication, 2016.
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ABSTRACT
In aerospace engineering, many parts design can be defined and optimized by a limited set of
geometric parameters. This is particularly the case for helicopter and open rotor blades, for which
Airbus is one of the world leaders. The aim of this work is to introduce an automatic paradigm that
allows the 3D parametric design, isogeometric analysis suitable trivariate mesh generation, Galerkin
NURBS-based IGA calculations and shape optimization of such structures. The main difficulty in
achieving this goal is that, compared to similar structures such as wind turbine blades [1], helicopter
and open-rotor blades are truly 3D structures with many components such as stiffners, composite and
metallic reinforcements and foam fillers. In the present work, we will present a parametric design and
analysis suitable mesh generation platform based on Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, coupled for the
analysis to Abaqus in which IGA is introduced thank to our abqnurbs plugin [2]. Based on a
predefined set of geometric design parameters of the outer shape and inner components, the shape
optimization of the whole blade is performed using various optimization approaches [3, 4].

REFERENCES
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[2] A. Duval, T. Elguedj, F. Maurin, and H. Al-Akhras. “Abaqus user element implementation of
NURBS based isogeometric analysis”. In 6th European Congress On Computational Methods In
Applied Sciences And Engineering, Vienna, Austria, 10-14 September 2012.
[3] J. Kiendl, R. Schmidt, R. Wuchner and K-U. Bletzinger, “Isogeometric shape optimization of
shells using semi-analytical sensitivity analysis and sensitivity weighting”, Computers Methods in
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 274, pp 148--167, 2014.
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ABSTRACT
The coupling of different non-conforming mechanical models is presented which uses the basic idea of
statistical methods to enforce the coupling constraints. In Applications for mixed-dimensional analysis
in elasticity, detailed solid models superpose structure models in order to be more accurate at the
points of interests. In general, the meshes of solid and structure models does not fit, which results in
non-conforming formulations. Subsequently, it is indispensable to transform information between both
models with the aid of coupling conditions.
Nguyen et. al [1] studied coupling problems using Nitsche's method which consider a weak
enforcement of the stress constraints at the interface. Motivated by the occurred equations in Nitsche's
method, we take the stress constraints as the expectation of stresses. The expectation is applied in the
method of moments commonly used in statistics. Therefore, we also exploited higher moments for
enforcing the coupling conditions. Finally, the methods were verified by numerical tests, which were
also considered in [1].

REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
We present an effective method to automatically construct trivariate B-spline models of complicated
geometry and arbitrary topology. Our method takes as input a B-rep solid model defined by its
triangulated boundary, that can be obtained from the segmentation and STL generation of a 3D
imaging output or the triangle surface meshing of CAD part. Using cuboid decomposition [1], an
initial polycube approximating the input boundary mesh is built. This polycube serves as the
parametric domain of the tensor-product spline representation required for isogeometric analysis. The
polycube's nodes and arcs decompose the input model locally into quadrangular patches, and globally
into hexahedral domains. Using cross fields [2] and aligned global parameterization [3], the position of
the polycube nodes and arcs are optimized across the surface in a way to achieve low overall patch
distortion, and alignment to principal curvature directions and sharp features. Based on the optimized
polycube and parameterization, compatible B-spline boundary surfaces are reconstructed. Finally, the
interior volumetric parameterization is computed using Coon's interpolation and the B-spline surfaces
as boundary conditions. The efficiency and the robustness of the proposed approach are illustrated by
several examples.

REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
The established construction of hierarchical B-splines [1] starts from a given sequence of nested spline
spaces, and hence it is not possible to pursue independent refinement strategies in different parts of a
model. However, this possibility would be highly useful for designing surfaces with creases or similar
features and in isogeometric analysis for using independent refinement techniques (such as h- and prefinement) in different areas of the computational domain.
In order to overcome the limitation of the hierarchical B-splines, we generalize Kraft's
selection mechanism to obtain sequences of partially nested spline spaces. We generalize earlier work,
which was limited to constant polynomial degrees and single knots [2], to the case of varying degrees
and different knot multiplicities. We introduce assumptions that enable us to define a hierarchical
spline basis, to establish a truncation operation, to obtain the partition of unity property, and to derive a
completeness result.
In addition we discuss an automatic refinement algorithm for such spline spaces and present
its application to a least-squares approximation problem. (Joint work with B. Jüttler and U. Zore.)

REFERENCES
[1] R. Kraft: Adaptive and linearly independent multilevel B-splines. in: A. Le Méhauté, (ed.) et al.,
Surface fitting and multiresolution methods. Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville 1997, 209-218.
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Refinement, Oberwolfach Report No. 8/2016, DOI: 10.4171/OWR/2016/8, in press.
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ABSTRACT
Surface-to-volume parameterization is a well-known and well-studied problem in the field of
isogeometric analysis. Many different methods for surface-to-volume parameterization have been
proposed, most of which rely on tri-variate B-Spline, NURBS, or T-spline discretizations. However,
despite the considerable efforts concentrated on solving this problem, it is the opinion of these authors
that the problem remains largely unsolved. This is largely due to the challenges associated with the
automatically creating structured volumetric discretizations. Thus, we propose the use of unstructured
Bernstein-Bezier discretizations as a means to overcome the limitations of structured methods. With
this approach, we are able to combine the benefits of isogeometric analysis with the flexibility of
unstructured methods.
The novel contributions of this work are threefold. We first present several metrics for determining the
suitability of a CAD model for volume parameterization. We then present our framework for creating
geometrically exact unstructured Bernstein-Bezier discretizations consisting of Bernstein-Bezier
tetrahedra, wedges, pyramids and hexahedra. Finally, we demonstrate the analysis suitability of these
discretizations by using the method of manufactured solutions to demonstrate optimal convergence
rates. We additionally present metrics for quantifying the quality of the discretization.
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ABSTRACT
Melting metal proves challenging to finite element methods when geometry changes and liquid
relocation occur. Alternatively, smooth particle hydrodynamics has been applied to molten aluminum
flows [1], but its formulation precludes verification. The Reproducing Kernel Particle Method [2] is
amenable to rigorous error analysis by retaining the integral form. Given this promise, we have
developed a mesh-free method capable of resolving the solid-to-liquid interface. The two main
computational approaches for simulating moving interfaces can be categorized as interface capturing
(most notably volume of fluid (VOF) and the level set method) and interface tracking methods. The
advantages of both kinds of methods can be combined using hybrid methods, such as the particle level
set method [3]. We propose a new particle level set method to track the melting front combined with
the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method for the background fluid. Tracking a melt front is
complicated by the fact that the interfacial velocity must be distinguished from the flow velocity. The
mass flux between phases at the interface will be equal to the jump in heat flux across the interface
over the latent heat of phase change. Using the Stefan condition, the interfacial velocity is solved for
in terms of the mass flux and fluid velocity.
Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of
Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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ABSTRACT
Collocation has recently arisen as a powerful alternative to Galerkin’s method in the context of
isogeometric analysis.
In particular, isogeometric collocation exhibits a strongly reduced
computational cost when compared with comparable Galerkin approaches while maintaining higherorder convergence rates. While isogeometric collocation has proven to be a powerful technique in
many application areas including structural dynamics and phase-field modeling, its use in the context
of fluid flow and transport is still relatively unexplored.
In this talk, we discuss simulation of transport and fluid flow phenomena using isogeometric
collocation and demonstrate that standard approaches are generally deficient in that they (i) produce
solutions that exhibit spurious oscillations in the advection-dominated setting and (ii) do not produce
inf-sup stable methodologies for incompressible flow problems. We propose fixes for these two issues
by introducing “stabilization” mechanisms inspired by concepts arising in the stabilized methods
community. In particular, we look at the use of algebraic subgrid-scale models and entropy viscosity
models. We demonstrate through numerical example that the aforementioned fixes do indeed yield
robust and accurate stabilized isogeometric collocation methods, and we further demonstrate that the
fixes do not significantly increase the computational cost of the standard isogeometric collocation
method.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the generalized finite difference method (GFDM)[1-2], which is a newly-developed
meshless method, is adopted to efficiently analyze three-dimensional sloshing phenomenon[3].
According to the theorem of potential flow, the mathematical formulation for the sloshing
phenomenon is the three-dimensional Laplace equation with impermeable boundary condition and
free-surface boundary condition. The proposed meshless numerical model is the combination of the
GFDM, the second-order Runge-Kutta method and the semi-Lagrangian approach. The GFDM is used
for spatial discretization, while the second-order Runge-Kutta method is adopted for temporal
discretization. Since the profile of free surface is moving with time, the computational domain will
continuously deform and the computational nodes are moved by following the semi-Lagrangian
approach. In the GFDM, the derivatives with respect to space coordinates can be derived by using the
moving-least squares method and are expressed as linear summations of weighted functional values at
some neighboring nodes. Via a collocation approach, a sparse system of linear algebraic equations is
yielded. The numerical solutions at the present time step can be acquired when this resultant system is
solved. In addition, the GFDM is easy-to-program and free from mesh generation. Several numerical
examples are provided to verify the merits of the proposed meshless scheme. Besides, some factors
will be systematically examined to demonstrate the consistency, the stability and the efficiency of the
proposed meshless numerical model.
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ABSTRACT
The modeling of fluid mixing during transport in porous media is critical to engineering
applications such as enhanced recovery in oil and gas operations and ensuring environmental
safety with respect to contaminant transport in aquifers. Recently, a strongly nonlocal model was
developed that utilizes the mathematical tools and terminology from peridynamic mechanics to
model fluid transport in porous media [1]. This model re- covers the classical theory as a special
case as well as has the capability to model anomalous diffusive transport. Here we present an
extension to this model for miscible fluids that takes into account convective processes. We
present the model and a meshfree numerical technique to study the effect of small-scale
heterogeneities in permeability and viscosities on the macroscopic mixing of two fluids.
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ABSTRACT
The numerical simulation of large-scale MHD instabilities in confined magnetic fusion devices (called
a tokamak geometry), relies on solving a Fluid model coupled with Maxwell equations. Solving these
equations in the complicated geometry of the tokamak is a highly demanding task due to the strong
temporal and spatial multi-scale nature of the problem and the anisotropies induced by the magnetic
field. Such simulations require large numerical codes like the European non-linear MHD code JOREK
[1] which solves the equations fully implicitly with cubic Hermite-Bzier finite elements, for the poloidal
plane and a toroidal Fourier representation. Each time step requires to invert an ill-conditioned large
sparse matrix. A new version of this code, JOREK-Django, has been developped and is based on
Isoparametric
/IsoGeometric [2] approachs. The use of the k-refinement allows us to reduce the size of the sparse
matrices, while the high order B-splines allows a local refinement in the toroidal direction, compared to the
Fourier discretization, which is suitable for Pellet-Injections. MHD models are divided into two
families: reduced and full MHD (linearized in this case) models. The reduced MHD use a potential
formulation which avoid vectorial operator but add high order operator. This model admit multi-scale
waves structure consequently we use implicit scheme. The matrix is invert with Free-Jacobian GMRES
method with a new type of preconditioning called physics-based introduced in [3]. This method consists
of approximating the solution of the full model by a relevant sequence of simple problems. The
preconditioning is obtained by solving accurately each sub-system using algebraic solvers. For the full
MHD problem we obtain some advection and vectorial diffusion operators. For the reduced MHD we
obtain simple three-fourth order operators. After a finite element study of these different operators
(well-posedness, loose of coercivity
...), we propose, using the GLT approach developed in [4], we proposed to study the conditioning of
the different small operators to understand the effect and the competition of all involved physical
parameters, as well as the B-Spline degree or regularity. This method allows also to find some
preconditioning methods for each small operator. To illustrate our purpose the results will be given on
reduced MHD model and linearized Euler and MHD equations.
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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center has a rich history of modeling highrate impulsive events in geo-materials. Events of specific interest include projectile penetration,
shaped-charge penetration, and close-in explosive detonation, which involve a spectrum of
challenging material behaviors and failure modes. Due to the events’ high-rate impulsive nature,
large deformations and material failure must be accurately represented; accurate representation
of material geometry and interfaces is also essential. Over the past decade technologies have
evolved for this class of problems, with emphasis in areas like phenomenologically advanced
material models to accurately predict material damage, failure, and residual strength. For
practical analysis, Eulerian hydrocodes like CTH are commonly used where large deformations
dominate the solution; exemplars include blast events and shaped-charge penetration. However,
interface resolution can be lost in the Eulerian framework, which is critical if predicting
structural response. Lagrangian hydrocodes like EPIC are used for simulation of structural
response dominated events like projectile penetration. However, the simulation of close-in blast
effects with extreme material distortion is a challenge. EPIC provides meshfree particle
conversion via a generalized particle algorithm to better model large deformation, but this is
developing. Coupled Lagrange-Euler codes like Zapotec are available, but this brings increased
framework complexity.
An alternative to the traditional approaches is use of the evolving class of meshfree methods [13]. A robust Lagrangian meshfree hydrocode will allow for newly developing material models –
which significantly improve the descriptions of extreme material failure – to be incorporated
into a single computational framework where extreme response is naturally accommodated.
However, to realize this benefit further development of effective meshfree computational
methodologies is required to accurately represent the dominant mechanics in extreme events,
i.e., hydrodynamic effects, material fracture, evolving material interfaces, and multi-phase flow.
Computational cost that is comparable to traditional methods is also key. Here we will present a
series of practical simulations conducted over the past decade in this class of highly impulsive
extreme events. Critical material or structure behaviors will be outlined for each, and the
benefits of/requirements for a meshfree solution will be discussed.
Permission to publish was granted by Director, Geotechnical and Structures Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
A posteriori error estimation and optimal adaptive mesh-refinement are well-established for the
Galerkin boundary element method (BEM) with piecewise polynomial ansatz functions on polygonal
boundaries.
In contrast to that, the mathematically reliable a posteriori error analysis for isogeometric BEM
(IGABEM) is still in its infancy. In our talk, we discuss recent results on reliable a posteriori error
estimators (see [1] for Galerkin IGABEM resp. [2] for collocation IGABEM in 2D) and on optimal
convergence of corresponding adaptive IGABEM algorithms in 2D (see [3]).
As model example, we consider the weakly-singular as well as the hyper-singular integral equation for
the 2D Laplacian and the corresponding weighted-residual error estimators which control the (in
general, non-computable and unknown) discretization error in the H-1/2 resp. H1/2 norm. Its local
contributions are used for adaptive IGABEM computations for which optimal convergence behavior is
proved. Unlike available results in the literature, the adaptive algorithm steers the local meshrefinement as well as the local smoothness of the ansatz functions across nodes of the boundary
partition by increasing resp. decreasing knot multiplicities. The algorithm automatically detects and
resolves jumps and singularities of the exact solution as well as possible smooth parts. If compared to
uniform mesh-refinement as well as adaptive standard BEM based on piecewise polynomials, this
dramatically reduces the storage requirements and the computing time needed to achieve a certain
prescribed accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
We introduce the concept of variational collocation methods to solve partial-differential equations
numerically. Our algorithm retains the properties of the Galerkin method, but its computational cost
reduces to one point evaluation per degree of freedom, as in classical collocation methods. Variational
collocation schemes only require a discrete space constructed by smooth and pointwisely positive
functions. In particular, we show that for discrete spaces composed by sufficiently smooth and positive
functions, there exists a set of points, such that, direct collocation of the strong form at those points
produces the Galerkin solution exactly. Due to the requirements that the discrete space needs to
satisfy, the areas of application of our method include isogeometric analysis, and some meshfree
algorithms. As an illustration, we apply variational collocation to isogeometric analysis, showing that
our method clearly outperforms standard isogeometric collocation for splines of odd degree. We
showcase the potential of variational collocation with examples of linear and nonlinear elasticity as
well as Kirchhoff plates.
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ABSTRACT
The overall design of aircraft engines is one of the most challenging tasks in today’s engineering world
comprising newest technologies in design and simulation where the capability of fast and robust
geometric algorithms for (automatic) shape optimization is a key technology for creating highly efficient
engines minimizing flow losses. The talk will show our experiences in bringing the new promising
concepts of adaptive splines and isogeometric analysis into an industrial environment to improve the
overall product design process.
First, by using the recently developed truncated hierarchical splines (THB-splines) for the design and
re-design of critical engine components, the quality of the geometries and the efficiency of the processes
can be significantly improved compared to the use of existing tensor-product spline technology. In
addition, the local THB-spline evaluation in terms of B-spline patches allows for a fully integration of
the adaptive modeling tool into standard computer aided design (CAD) systems. Second, by using
isogeometric concepts for the simulation of turbine blades it is possible to reach comparable results
using only a small fraction of the number of degrees of freedom required by the classical finite element
(FE) method. We will demonstrate this by studying the deformation of turbine blades under the
assumption of linear elasticity by considering all major loads and boundary conditions of a standard
mechanical simulation process for turbine blades. Beside the superior capabilities, the generally large
gap between the detailed CAD models and the simplified CAE models of a mechanical components is
still a big challenge on the way of using the isogeometric paradigm within an industrial environment.
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ABSTRACT
For the purpose of isogeometric analysis, one of the most common ways is to construct structured
hexahedral meshes, which have regular tensor product structure, and fit them by volumetric T-Splines.
This theoretic work proposes a novel surface quadrilateral meshing method, {colorable quad-mesh},
which leads to the structured hexahedral mesh of the enclosed volume for high genus surfaces.
The work proves the equivalence relations among colorable quad-meshes, finite measured foliations and
Strebel differentials on surfaces. This trinity theorem lays down the theoretic foundation for
quadrilateral/hexahedral mesh generation, and leads to practical, automatic algorithms.
The work proposes the following algorithm: the user inputs a set of disjoint, simple loops on a high genus
surface, and specifies a height parameter for each loop; a unique Strebel differential is computed with the
combinatorial type and the heights prescribed by the user's input; the Strebel differential assigns a flat
metric on the surface and decomposes the surface into cylinders; a colorable quad-mesh is generated by
splitting each cylinder into two quadrilaterals, followed by subdivision; the surface cylindrical
decomposition is extended inward to produce a solid cylindrical decomposition of the volume; the
hexadhedral meshing is generated for each volumetric cylinder and then glued together to form a globally
consistent hex-mesh.
The method is rigorous, geometric, automatic and conformal to the geometry. This work focuses on the
theoretic aspects of the framework, the algorithmic details and practical evaluations will be given in the
future expositions.
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ABSTRACT
The non-symmetric variant of Nitsche's method was recently applied successfully for variationally
enforcing boundary and interface conditions in non-boundary-fitted discretizations[1]. In contrast to its
symmetric variant[2], it does not require stabilization terms and therefore does not depend on the
appropriate estimation of stabilization parameters.
In this talk, we further consolidate the non-symmetric Nitsche approach by establishing its application
in isogeometric thin shell analysis, where variational coupling techniques are of particular interest for
enforcing interface conditions along trimming curves. To this end, we extend its variational
formulation within the Kirchhoff-Love shell theory, combine it with the finite cell method, and apply
the resulting framework to a range of representative shell problems based on trimmed NURBS
surfaces. We demonstrate that the non-symmetric variant of Nitsche's method applied in this context is
stable and can lead to the same accuracy in terms of displacements and stresses as its symmetric
counterpart.
Based on our numerical evidence, we conclude that the non-symmetric Nitsche method can be a viable
parameter-free alternative to the symmetric variant, in particular for explicit dynamics calculations,
where the influence of non-symmetric stiffness matrices on the computational efficiency is limited.
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ABSTRACT
In our work we present fast isogeometric L2 projections algorithm for the two dimensional simulations
of the tumor growth. We introduce first the system of partial differential equations modeling the
melanoma growth [1]. We model the Tumor Angiogenic Factor (TAF), tumor cell density, as well as
the oxygen provided to the system as the response for TAF. Our model continuous model is coupled
with the discrete model simulating the vasculature growth driven by the TAF. For the numerical
simulations of the tumor growth we utilize the isogeometric L2 projection explict solver, originally
proposed by [2]. The solver delivers linear computational cost O(N) in every time step, transforming
the two-dimensional problem into two one-dimensional problems with multiple right-hand sides. The
simulation takes 30,000 iterations with the time step dt=0.001 required to fulfill the stability possed by
the CFL condition for the explicit method used. The sequential single core simulation on Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU, E5620 with 2.40GHz takes around 8 hours. Thus, the GPGPU accelerators are needed
to speedup the solution process. We present two accelerators including (1) fast multi-frontal direct
solver speeding up the solution of the one-dimensional problems with multiple right-hand sides, based
on [3], (2) fast isogeometric accelerator of the expensive integration with B-spline basis functions,
perfromed in every time step, based on [4]. The computational problem with GPGPU accelerators can
be speedup up two orders of magnitude from around 8 hours to less than 10 minutes, using one
GeForce GTX 780 graphic card equipped with 3 gigabytes of memory and 2304 cores, for the cubic
B-splines case.
Acknowlegement. This work has been supported by Dean's Grant from Faculty of Computer Science,
Electronics and Telecommunication, AGH University.
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ABSTRACT
In computer aided design (CAD) a 3D object (i.e., a solid) is usually specified by a collection of
boundary surfaces. Typically, these surfaces are represented in parametric form, as (possibly trimmed)
non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) surfaces. Alternative representations, such as triangulations
or procedurally defined surfaces are used also. In order to use CAD data for numerical simulations in
the framework of Isogeometric Analysis (IgA) it is necessary to generate a volumetric representation
of the solid, as a collection of trivariate spline (NURBS) patches. This representation, which is an
analysis-suitable CAD model, satisfies the demands of design and analysis, since it can be used
simultaneously for numerical simulation and for geometric modeling.
During the last years we established the Isogeometric Segmentation Pipeline (ISP) as a
method for creating an analysis-suitable CAD model from a given boundary representation [1-4]. A
given solid, specified by triangulated boundary surfaces, is segmented into topological hexahedra in a
first step, based on an initial segmentation into base solids. This is followed by a second step where we
generate trivariate spline parameterizations of the resulting hexahedra. The talk will report recent
results and improvements of the ISP. In particular we will describe an improved construction of the
cutting surfaces that are need for the segmentation into topological hexahedra, and we will discuss the
use of midpoint subdivision as a novel paradigm for identifying and segmenting the base solids of the
segmentation procedure.
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ABSTRACT
Simulations of fracture in materials are important in many applications, but repeated full-scale
modelling for different conditions are computationally unaffordable. While the reduced order
modelling (ROM) of singularity problems using meshfree method [1] and local/global approach for
quasi-brittle fracture [2] have been introduced, the computational efficiency of these approaches to
fracture mechanics has not been fully addressed. This work considers two reduction approaches for
ROM of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the uniform reduction method and the decomposed
reduction method. The uniform reduction approach is shown to capture the singular modes only if the
enrichment functions are properly scaled. On the other hand, the decomposed reduction method with
separate projections associated with the smooth and non-smooth approximations is capable of
preserving the singularity behaviour near the crack tip in the lower-dimensional space. Numerical
examples are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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ABSTRACT
We provide theory and algorithms for performing high order explicit structural dynamics using
isogeometric collocation [1, 2]. In particular, based on previous work in [3, 4], we develop high order
approximations of the inverse of the consistent collocation mass matrix and use these to perform
explicit structural dynamics simulations. Instead of solving a linear system each time-step, we perform
a sparse matrix-vector multiplication. Second order accurate schemes yield the classic diagonal
lumped mass matrix, frequently used in explicit dynamics simulations. kth order accurate schemes
generalize the idea of mass lumping and yield sparse approximate inverses of the mass matrix that
have a bandwidth k. Numerical examples show that high order rates of convergence are obtained that
are comparable with solving for the consistent inverse, at only a fraction of the cost.
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ABSTRACT
Meshfree methods are well suited for modeling structures undergoing extreme deformation such as
fragmentation [1], and nodal integration is a natural choice for this class of problems. However, nodal
integration suffers from spatial instability, and small wavelength modes can grow unbounded in
numerical simulations [2]. While there are many methods available to construct a stable nodal
integration, the associated cost is often undesirable in practical computations. A new stabilization is
proposed under the implicit gradient framework where the associated cost is much lower than available
methods [3]. In this approach, a Taylor expansion-based stabilization is introduced with derivatives
represented by implicit gradients, and thus the method circumvents evaluating expensive high order
derivatives of meshfree approximation functions. It is shown that under this framework, the cost to
construct stabilization of nodal integration is almost trivial. This method is then extended to the stain
smoothing framework, where derivatives are disposed of altogether, offering further computational
efficiency and also enhanced robustness and stability. The low order quadrature inherent in nodal
integration is circumvented by constructing test functions that are variationally consistent [4] with the
proposed nodal integration, and the combined method is both stable and optimally convergent. Linear
and nonlinear problems are solved to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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ABSTRACT
The analysis of fluid-structure interaction phenomena becomes more complex if the elastic structure is
not fully immersed into the fluid, e.g., in case of sloshing tanks or ship structures. In such cases a
geometrically exact representation of the interface does not only play an important role for the fluidstructure interaction itself, but also for the movement of the free-surface along the deforming structure.
The requirements to the geometry during numerical analysis can be fulfilled by using spline-based
methods such as the Isogeometric Analysis [1]. Following this strategy, spline-based methods are
integrated into an existing partitioned approach to reduce inaccuracies in the overall analysis.
Depending on the problem, either a Dirichlet-Neumann or a Robin-Neumann coupling scheme can be
applied.
For the solution of the surface-coupled problem involving free-surface flow, in the presented work a
staggered approach is applied, successively calling the in-house single-field solvers XNS and FEAFA.
The finite element code XNS is based on the Deforming Spatial Domain/Stabilized Space-Time
(DSD/SST) procedure extended by NURBS-enhanced finite elements [2]; the finite element code
FEAFA solves the elastodynamic problem. An interface-tracking approach is applied to compute the
free-surface flow [3].
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ABSTRACT
Immersogeometric analysis was first introduced by [1] as a geometrically flexible technique for
solving computational fluid–structure interaction (FSI) problems involving large, complex structural
deformation. The method analyzed an isogeometric surface representation of the shell structure by
immersing it into an unfitted discretization of the background fluid domain and focused on accurately
capturing the immersed design geometry (and hence the name immersogeometric) within unfitted
analysis meshes. The variational formulation for immersogeometric analysis is derived using an
augmented Lagrangian approach to weakly enforce kinematic constraints. The method was
successfully applied to the FSI simulation of bioprosthetic heart valves [1–3]. In this talk, we will
discuss the fundamentals and some recent advances of the method.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we overview the development of advanced FEM and Meshfree Methods in LS-DYNA for
solid and structure analysis in industrial application. Element Free Galerkin (EFG) method was first
introduced into explicit and implicit analysis for solid and shell [1], which has been widely used in
crashworthiness and manufacturing application. Generalized Meshfree (GMF) [2] convex
approximation was later developed to further improve the smoothness of conventional meshfree shape
function and simplify the boundary treatment with its weak Kronecker-delta property. By enriching the
GMF approximation in simplex element, Meshfree-Enriched FEM hybrid element [3] was invented to
satisfy the discrete inf-sup condition at incompressible limit so that this purely displacement-based
approach is able to relieve volumetric locking for rubber-like material. Adaptive meshfree method with
high-order remapping scheme [4] was developed to deal with severe material deformation and capture
high gradient field for bulk forming analysis such as forging and extrusion. Material failure analysis is
a more challenging topic which involves various macro and micro failure mechanisms depending on the
type of material and structure. We developed Smoothed Particle Galerkin (SPG) method where
displacement smoothing scheme is proposed to provide numerical stabilization for particle-based
integration under Galerkin framework. SPG is capable to effectively solve very challenging problems
such as extremely large material deformation and separation analysis for semi-brittle and ductile
material in manufacturing and defense applications. The eXtended FEM (XFEM) with cohesive element
was introduced to model discrete fracture initiation and propagation in 2D plane stress and 3D shell
elements for brittle and semi-brittle material. The bond-based peri-dynamics was recently implemented
in LS-Dyna under the discrete Galerkin framework, which has been used to solve brittle failure in bulk
material such as windshield impact analysis.
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ABSTRACT
While accurate integration of the discretized equations of the finite element method is well
understood, due to the polynomial shape functions defined over elements, the shape functions in many
element-free Galerkin (EFG) methods are not polynomials and are defined on local support
domains that do not necessarily align with integration cells. As a result, accurate numerical integration
in EFG methods remains a problem.
We propose the application of adaptive integration in element-free Galerkin (EFG) methods for

solving problems in structural and solid mechanics. We have previously developed an
adaptive quadrature algorithm which allows user control over integration accuracy when
integrating boundary value problems [1]. Now we adapt this method to solving elasticity
problems using EFG meshfree methods. A function is constructed based on the properties of
the shape functions and used for the generation of integration points. The quadrature
algorithm adaptively responds to large variation in the integrand by dividing background
integration cells, with a simple local relative error estimate directing the algorithm to generate
additional integration points only in local regions where the integrand varies significantly.
Solution accuracy is influenced by the two main sources of errors in mesh-free methods [2]:
discretisation error, related to the inability of an approximating function to exactly represent
the real function sampled discretely at the nodes; and integration error, a result of the error in
the quadrature rule used to numerically integrate approximating functions. We use the
properties of the quadrature method to develop a convergence study procedure that takes into
account both integration and discretisation errors.
The convergence procedure is demonstrated using an elasticity problem (bending of a
cantilever beam) which has an analytical solution. The developed convergence procedure,
based on the adaptive quadrature scheme, allows the computation of accurate reference
solutions for challenging problems which do not have an analytical or finite element solution.
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ABSTRACT
Given a d-variate spline basis on a d-dimensional box domain, which is constructed from a certain
mesh, there are two possibilities for constructing the d−1-variate spline basis on the domain boundary.
Firstly, one can simply restrict the basis functions to the boundary. Secondly, one may restrict the
underlying mesh to the boundary and construct the d−1-variate spline basis on the resulting mesh. The
two constructions do not necessarily produce the same set of functions. If they do, then the spline basis
is said to possess the property of boundary compatibility.
We study these constructions for hierarchical B-splines (HB-splines) and truncated hierarchical B-splines (THB-splines), as well as for other constructions of adaptively refined spline spaces. We
identify conditions that imply the property of boundary compatibility. These conditions are found to be
weaker for THB-splines than for HB-splines. Finally we demonstrate the importance of boundary
compatibility for geometric modeling and for adaptive refinement in isogeometric analysis. In the
latter case we focus on adaptive refinement of isogeometric discretizations that are defined on multipatch domains and discuss the coupling of adaptively refined multi-patch discretizations across
interfaces.
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ABSTRACT
Machining of fibrous composite materials poses a challenge, due to their anisotropy, abrasive
nature of reinforcement and dependence of failure mechanisms on fibre direction, in addition
to the high cost compared to conventional engineering materials. Numerical modelling of
machining could be a valuable tool in reducing the trial and error when choosing the optimum
machining parameters as well as gaining fundamental understanding of the behaviour of
composites under machining. Meshfree methods (MM) provide an attractive alternative to
finite element method to simulate machining operations, as the pre-processing phase could
become entirely automated. This paper presents an explicit meshfree model for 2D machining
process of unidirectional composite laminates using the Element-Free Galerkin Method. The
emphasis here is on calculating the cutting forces.
In this work, moving least squares approximation is used to construct the shape functions.
Finite difference method is used for explicit time integration. Normal and tangential contact
forces are calculated using penalty method. The tangential force relates to the normal force
via a regularised coulomb friction law with its coefficient as a function to fibre orientation.
The cutting tool is considered to be a rigid body. The composite laminate is considered
orthotropic and in plane stress condition. Hashin failure criteria is used to predict the material
failure and subsequent chip formation. First stage of numerical experiments is conducted to
investigate the effect of the meshfree parameters, namely, weight function, penalty parameter
and size of the domain of influence, on the performance and accuracy of the model. The
second stage of numerical experiments investigates the effect of material and machine
parameters on the cutting forces. These parameters are the fibre orientation, the depth of cut
and the rake angle of the cutting tool.
Polynomial-type weight functions are more accurate than Gaussian-type, which overestimated
the normal forces by approximately 25%. Penalty parameters have significant effect on
forces. Fortunately, force values tend to converge once the “correct” penalty number is
approached. However, this necessitates trying several values of the penalty parameter.
Smaller domains of influence (in the range 1.6~1.9) are preferred as they maintain the local
character of the strain field ahead of the cutting tool and reduce the computational cost.
Contact forces show clear dependency on fibre orientation. Comparison of obtained forces
against existing literature shows reasonable agreement. Normal forces increases almost
linearly with increased depth of cut. Rake angle’s effect is more significant on the tangential
force than on the normal force.
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ABSTRACT
In [1], we found that, when using stabilized equal-order finite element discretizations of
incompressible flow in immersed fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis, we needed ad hoc
modifications of stabilization parameters to obtain sufficient mass conservation for FSI simulations of
bioprosthetic heart valves (BHVs: prosthetic replacements for valves regulating blood flow through
the heart, consisting of flexible leaflets driven by large pressure gradients). Div-conforming B-spline
flow discretizations [2] avoid this difficulty, as we showed in [3]. This talk builds on the framework
of [3]; we enhance the stability, conservation, and accuracy of our methods for div-conforming
immersogeometric FSI analysis by including an improved discretization of the fluid-structure interface
kinematic constraint (using projection-stabilized Lagrange multipliers) and variational multiscale
turbulence modeling. We use benchmark problems to verify the accuracy of our analysis methods,
then apply these methods to simulate the FSI dynamics of a BHV, subjected to physiological pressure
gradients. The model behind our BHV simulations is tested in a preliminary validation effort,
comparing computed valve deformations with observations from an in vitro experiment.
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ABSTRACT
We will consider the space of C²-smooth isogeometric functions defined on bilinear planar two-patch
domains. The construction of these functions is closely related to the concept of geometric continuity
of surfaces. More precisely, the C²-smoothness of an isogeometric function is equivalent to the G²smoothness of its graph surface (cf. [1,2]). The investigation of the dimension of the space of biquintic
and bisixtic C²-smooth isogeometric functions on bilinear two-patch domains is presented. In addition,
we describe a method to construct a basis and use it for solving several numerical problems. Amongst
others we perform L²-approximation on different bilinear two-patch domains, where the numerical
results indicate optimal approximation power. We also demonstrate the potential of these C²-smooth
functions for isogeometric analysis by solving the triharmonic equation on different bilinear two-patch
geometries.
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ABSTRACT
Phase-field modeling of brittle fracture is a modern promising approach that enables a unified description
of complicated failure processes, including crack initiation, propagation, branching, merging, as well as
its efficient numerical treatment [1]. In this work, we apply the phase-field fracture approach to plates and
shells, using an isogeometric Kirchhoff-Love shell formulation for structural analysis [2].
In order to avoid fracture in compression, we perform an additive split of the deformation tensor in
tension and compression terms as proposed in [3]. We show that this requires special attention in
structural models like plates and shells, where bending deformation typically induces both tension and
compression at opposite sides of the structure. We propose a new approach [4] to take this effect correctly
into account and verify it by detailed comparisons with results from 3D simulations.
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ABSTRACT
Efficient simulation model development for complex multi-body systems remains a challenge.
Meshfree methods, such as the Reproducing Kernel Particle Method (RKPM) [1], have an advantage
over the traditional finite element method in that shape functions do not strictly conform to a
subdivision of the domain (element). This eliminates the challenge of generating a high quality mesh
on complicated geometries, a process that can take months to years [2]. However, the flexibility in
construction of shape functions does present new challenges. Domain integration needs re-formulation
for balanced accuracy and efficiency [3, 4]. Concave geometries require special consideration so
concavities are preserved and unintended discontinuities are not introduced into the approximation
space. Part interfaces can be better approximated when the smoothness of the shape functions are
properly selected. Computational efficiency and method robustness are affected by the choice of
support sizes. Voronoi decomposition of the domain [5] provides a structure that can be utilized to
help address these challenges. The initial progress of incorporating and utilizing Voronoi meshes in an
RKPM-based rapid design-to-analysis framework will be presented. Particular attention will be given
to method modification near corners and bi-material interfaces.
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ABSTRACT
The progressive and fatigue damage models [1, 2] are incorporated into full-scale FluidStructure Interaction (FSI) simulations of Orion Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) de- signed
by Aurora Flight Science undergoing complex maneuvering scenarios [3]. Structural
mechanics makes use of thin-shell Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) formulation in combination
with a Continuum Damage Modeling (CDM) for progressive and fatigue damage. The parametric model of UAV is constructed using Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) patches.
The aerodynamics is governed by ALE-VMS formulation augmented with weakly enforced
essential boundary conditions. The UAV undergoes complex flight motions with dynamically
changing angle of attack, bank angle, heading angle and flight path angle which result in aerodynamic loadings that may lead to a damage in main structural components, like wings, tails
and fuselage.
Key words: Isogeometric Analysis, Damage in Composites, UAV, DDDAS
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ABSTRACT
The request for designing or reconstructing objects from planar cross sections arises in various
applications, ranging from CAD to GIS and medical imaging.
A method will be presented which combines the proximity information contained in the Voronoi
diagram along with T-splines technology for delivering a smooth surface approximant to the "one-tomany" branching problem, where one of the planes can be populated with many, possibly tortuous and
densely packed contours. Our algorithm delivers a T-spline that deviates from the given contours less
than a user specified tolerance and is C2 everywhere except from the neighborhood of extraordinary
points. Subject to minor enrichment, the algorithm is also capable to handle the "many-to-many"
configuration as well as the global reconstruction problem involving contours on several planes.
Furthermore, based on the topological and geometrical information, captured during the construction
of the branching T-spline surface, we outline a methodology for building the T-mesh of the associated
trivariate volume.
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ABSTRACT
We have developed new methods to perform immersogeometric fluid-flow analysis over complex
solid models that use CAD boundary representation (b-rep). The b-rep CAD model is immersed into a
locally refined, non-boundary-fitted discretization of the fluid domain to simulate fluid flow. This
method allows us to analyze the flow over complex geometries, such as moving vehicles, where the
detailed geometric features usually require time-consuming and labor-intensive geometry cleanup or
mesh manipulation to generate the surrounding boundary-fitted fluid mesh. Immersogeometric
methods improve on the boundary-fitted methods by eliminating the complex mesh-generation
process. However, previous methods to perform immersogeometric analysis relied either on
tessellating the original solid model into triangles [1], or on converting the surfaces of the model into
non-uniform rational b-spline (NURBS) surfaces [2]. In the former method, the tessellation of the
model might lead to errors in the surface description, while in the latter method, there is an additional
overhead of evaluating complex NURBS surfaces. In addition, CAD models of common vehicles
consist of many planar and cylindrical surfaces, which would be computationally expensive to convert
to NURBS. In this work, we use a direct approach by developing methods to perform
immersogeometric analysis on CAD models that consist of trimmed surface primitives. The trimmed
surface primitives used to represent b-rep CAD models include analytic planar surfaces, cylindrical
surfaces, conical sections, tori, and spherical surfaces. We have developed methods to perform surface
quadrature on trimmed surface primitives by parameterizing each of the five primitives and then
recursively splitting their parametric domain. In addition, we have developed methods to perform
inside-outside tests of complex CAD models by voxelizing them using a rendering approach. In order
to capture the surface details of the CAD model in the intersected elements of the background mesh,
an adaptive quadrature rule based on the recursive splitting of elements is used. Dirichlet boundary
conditions are enforced weakly in the sense of Nitsche's method in the intersected elements. To assess
the accuracy of the proposed method, we compute the flow characteristics of the benchmark problem
of flow over a sphere and a cylinder represented using trimmed surface primitives and compare them
to those obtained using NURBS surfaces. We believe that this new method of using trimmed surface
primitives will be significantly faster, since there is no overhead of converting primitives to NURBS
and their subsequent evaluation.
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ABSTRACT
The Finite Pointset Method (FPM) is a purely meshfree approach to problems in continuum and fluid
mechanics. It is based on a general finite difference formulation in conjunction with an adapted least
squares ansatz for higher order approximation properties. The fluid/continuum is represented by a
moving cloud of numerical points. A generalized numerical scheme covers the whole spectrum of
problems of very small up to very large Reynolds (Re) numbers, as well as very small up to very large
Strouhal (St) numbers.
In order to demonstrate the flexibility and the potentially high industrial acceptability and
applicability, we are going to show three different industrial cases demonstrating FPM’s capability in
a wide Re- and St-range.
1. Industrial sloshing, such as in tanks (Re high, St high): Here, FPM precisely predicts noise
effects or heavy wave impact. Especially important is the interaction of the fluid with the
air/gas contained in the tank. Therefore, we have developed the so called bubble algorithm,
which avoids treating air as a second phase, but tracks bubbles as macroscopic entities
representing closed partitions of the free surface with a unique internal pressure depending on
the bubble’s compression. Moreover, the strong dependence of numerical noise reproduction
on the way how to use turbulence models is shown.
2. Interaction of cars with sand or gravel, such as rollover simulations (Re low, St high): Here,
the focus is on representing soil by FPM as a non-Newtonian fluid. Industrially, we employ a
Drucker-Prager approach, as it allows fast computations. Focusing on future applications, we
currently work on incorporating a Barodesy model. Besides that, this application requires the
coupling of FPM with an FEM-model for the car. The calibration of the sand model by simple
experiments is important for the success of the simulations.
3. Chip formation such as in metal cutting (Re low, St low): We present a particular industrial
project, where, for a magnetic valve, a cylindrical part is fixed in a hull by forming dedicated
metal chips in the hull. This example shows the incorporation of the Johnson-Cook-material
model combined with a dedicated damage model.
For all three applications, we show comparison of the FPM simulation results with experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been much progress on the topic of the generalization of splines construction which allow for local refinement, however, an automatic reliable and efficient adaptive
refinement routine is still one of the key issues in isogeometric analysis [1]. In order to achieve
a fully automatic refinement routine to solve PDEs problem with adaptive isogeometric
analysis the a posteriori error estimator is required. A posteriori error estimation in numerical
approximation of partial differential equations aims at: (i) give an upper bound on the error of
numerical solution, if possible give a guaranteed upper bound; (ii) estimate the error locally
and assure that this represents a lower bound for the actual error, up to a multiplicative
constant (i.e. efficiency); (iii) assure that the ratio of the estimated error and actual error goes
to one, i.e., asymptotic exactness.
Three main techniques of a posteriori estimates in the finite element method have evolved
during the last two decades; (a) Explicit residual-based estimators (b) Implicit residual based
estimators and (c) Recovery based estimators, see Ainsworth and Oden [2]. In this talk, we
present the extension of these posteriori techniques in adaptive isogeometric analysis
framework for elliptic problems. We also discussed the above three properties for our
developed posteriori error estimators, see [3, 4]. The developed a posteriori based adaptive
refinement methodology will be tested on some classical benchmark elliptic problems. The
numerical tests illustrate the optimal convergence rates obtained for the unknown, as well as
the effectiveness of the proposed error estimators.
Keywords: Isogeometric analysis, B-splines, NURBS, LR B-splines, A posteriori error estimation, Local h-refinements, hpk-refinement, Adaptivity, Asymptotic exactness.
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ABSTRACT
Tire aerodynamic analysis is computationally challenging because the tire rotation is without
rotational symmetry and the contact between the tire and the road creates topology change (TC) in the
mesh. The Space–Time Slip Interface (ST-SI) method [1] allows in a consistent fashion slip at the
interface between the mesh covering a rotating solid surface and the rest of the mesh, and with this, we
maintain high-resolution representation of the boundary layers near the tire surfaces. The ST-TC
method [2] addresses the TC challenge and still maintains the high-resolution representation of the
boundary layers near solid surfaces. The ST-SI-TC method [3] integrates the ST-SI and ST-TC
methods. It enables accurate flow analysis when we have a spinning solid surface that is in contact
with a solid surface. With the ST Variational Multiscale (ST-VMS) method [4] as the core method and
the ST-SI-TC method, as basis functions in the ST context, we use NURBS in space (ST-NS). The STNS basis functions give us smoother and more accurate representation of the interface geometries and
more accuracy in flow computations [5]. The method we use in tire aerodynamic analysis is made of
all these ST components. The analysis we present is for a model that includes both the longitudinal
and lateral tread grooves and a prescribed tire deformation.
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ABSTRACT
Acoustic scattering has been thoroughly analyzed with the use of finite element analysis
(FEA) [2]. The problem at hand is a coupled acoustic-structure interaction problem on an
unbounded domain. An object of elastic material (modelled by linear elasticity equations) is
surrounded by a fluid. Using some physical assumptions, the fluid is described by the wave
equation which is transformed to the Helmholtz equation. That is, we consider the frequency
domain instead of the time domain. As the domain is unbounded, one must an artificial boundary
in order to use FEA, whereas for the Boundary Element Method (BEM) this is not necessary.
We will in the present results obtained by both the use of isogeometric infinite element method
(IGA-IE), as well as for isogeometric boundary elements (IGA-BEM). The methods will be
investigated on the benchmark problems scattering on a rigid sphere and scattering on a
spherical shell, which both admits analytic solutions.
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ABSTRACT
Consider a set D of scattered data (xi, yi, zi), i = 1, N in R3. We say D is orientable if there exists a 3D
triangulation h. such that the given data set D is a part of the vertices of the h.. Let P (D) be the piecewise
planar surface based on triangulation h. of data set D and We say D is centralizable if there exists an
origin v0 such that the ray from v0 to (xi, yi, zi) intersect of P (D) only once for each i = 1, · · · , N . In this
setting, we can use spherical splines to find a smooth interpolatory surface (cf. [1]). In this work we
consider a set of scattered data which is not centralizable around a vertex. Instead, we assume that it is
centralizable around a segment of curve. That is, there exists a C 1 space curve C such that the plane A
intersecting C and is normal to C at the intersecting point cuts the P (D) into two separable parts and the
intersection of A and P (D) is a closed Jordan curve. In this case, we present a constructive method to
build a C r surface to interpolate given data locations by using bivariate triangulated polynomial splines.
This idea is extended to handle other cases of orientable scattered data in R3.
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ABSTRACT
We develop methods for isogeometric analysis of partial differential equations on surfaces including
models of heat transfer, transport problems, membranes and shells. Our approach relies on using
tensor product meshes in the reference domains corresponding to each of the patches defining the
surface. Since the patches are trimmed we obtain so called cut elements in the vicinity of interfaces
between patches and boundaries. Using a stabilization procedure we obtain discretizations that satisfy
an inf-sup condition which leads to optimal order bounds of the condition number of the resulting
stiffness matrix as well as optimal order error estimates. We also discuss how defects in the geometric
description such as small gaps can be handled in the method as well as in the analysis. Finally, we
discuss extensions of our approach to more general Riemannian manifolds. We refer to [1] and the
references therein for a general introduction to cut finite element methods.
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ABSTRACT
A convected particle tetrahedral domain interpolation (cpTi) method is shown to provide a more
accurate description of complex geometries and greater flexibility for handling surface tractions than
the effectively hexahedral particle domains of traditional material point method (MPM) formulations.
Alleviating constraints inherent in the hexahedral particle domain descriptions used in the original
convected particle domain interpolation (CPDI) method [1], tetrahedral particle domain can still be
used with arbitrary background grids, including the traditional rectilinear background grid in the
MPM code Uintah [2] (thus helping to mitigate locking of large-deformation finite-element
formulations). The tetrahedral cpTi particle domains, as well as smoothed hexahedral geometry, allow
for improved interface and geometry descriptions that ultimately give higher accuracy and
convergence rates. For cpTi, a new conforming boundary tetrahedral integration (cBti) surface
technique replaces the spuriously ragged (stair-stepped) surface normals of raw voxel data with
smoother tetrahedral tessellations. This facilitates modeling improved contact by using CPDI-style
evaluation of the boundary term of the weak formulation as well as boundary integrals governing
tractions and friction between particle domains. Verification examples using the various particle
domain descriptions will illustrate the benefits of conforming particle domains.
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ABSTRACT
We present a phase-aware incremental Lagrangian framework based on meshfree methods for a robust
and efficient solution of strongly coupled thermomechanical problems. This work combines the
Optimal Transportation Meshfree (OTM) method [1] and the variational thermomechanical
constitutive updates [2]. The variational structure of a dynamic system with general internal dissipative
mechanisms is discretized in time by applying the Optimal Transportation theory [3]. Furthermore,
material points and nodes are introduced for the spatial discretization of the domain. In this
framework, kinematic information of the system including displacement and temperature is calculated
at the nodes. Meshfree shape functions, such as Local Maximum Entropy (LME) [4] and Moving
Least Square (MLS) approximation schemes [5], are employed to construct the continuous incremental
motion and temperature field. In addition, material responses are evaluated at the material points. The
deformation, temperature and internal variables are therefore obtained at the stationary of the fully
discretized action. In order to solve the strongly coupled thermomechanical equations efficiently, we
adopt the operator split algorithm. Specifically, at each iteration, the discretized mechanical equations
are solved explicitly at the nodes with embedded implicit processes to compute the internal variables
at material points assuming adiabatic conditions. As a consequence, the internal energy dissipation
contributes to the local temperature change, which directly determines the material local state, e.g.,
solid phase with local temperature lower than melting temperature, liquid phase or gas phase as the
local temperature beyond the critical values. Finally, the discretized thermal equations are solved
implicitly assuming mechanical equilibrium. The presented method is validated in the simulations of a
typical hot forming process and thermomechanical necking of a metallic bar.
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ABSTRACT
In the past few years numerous researches has been done in the area of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA).
It adopts the same mathematical description for the geometry as in the Computer Aided Design
(CAD). At the same time, it can use the same framework of numerical method as in the Finite Element
Method (FEM). In the context of isogeometric analysis many research activities has been focused on
the usage of Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) as basis functions. The NURBS are very well
suited for computational analysis and can give more accurate results in comparison with standard
FEM.
The continuous development of Isogeometric Analysis has been added to LS-DYNA in the last years.
Many of the standard analysis capabilities in LS-DYNA are now available for isogeometric analysis
such as implicit, explicit and eigenvalue analysis. In this paper, we will more focus on some updates in
the contact, frequency domain and computation efficiency studies.
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Peridynamics is a relatively new nonlocal meshfree particle method that can be used to
conduct fast simulation of fracture and fragmentation of solids without remesh. In this talk,
we shall introduce the theory of both bond-based peridynamics as well as the state-based
peridynamics, their computational formulations, focusing on issues of computer
implementation and physical modeling. Moreover, we shall discuss our recent wok on
developing a nonlinear peridynamics model for granular materials, such as the non-saturated
and the full saturated soils, and how to apply them to simulate soil fragmentation due to both
impulse and blast loads.
The presented work is the latest development of computational geotechnical materials.
First, we have extended the state-based peridynamics technique, which replaces the local
differential equation with a non-local integral equation. We have implemented the DruckerPrager constitutive model in peridynamics for finite deformation. Here the peridynamics form
of the Hughes and Winget theory is derived for the finite deformation constitutive update.
Second, we have developed a peridynamics U-p formulation for saturated soils. Third,
numerical simulations have been carried out to verify the proposed peridynamics formulations
in soil fragmentation for several bench mark problems. The comparison of the numerical,
theoretical, and experimental results indicate that peridynamics model has the capability in
prediction of the complex soil fragmentation under blast loads.
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ABSTRACT
Extraordinary points are necessary to construct arbitrary topological T-splines which play a
central role in isogeometric analysis. However, if knot intervals are different for the edges
connecting an extraordinary point, the blending functions for extraordinary points of the
existing methods can have two local maxima. This talk develops new refinement rules to
define arbitrary topological T-splines by subdivision whose blending functions have a single
local maximum. The method consists of designing an “eigen polyhedron” in R2 for each
extraordinary point, and formulating refinement rules for which refinement of the eigen
polyhedron reduces to a scale and translation. These refinement rules, when applied to a nonuniform control mesh in R3, yield a G1 extraordinary point and better shape quality.
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ABSTRACT
In both welding and additive manufacturing processes, a critical step is to control the evolution of
metallic molten pool, which involves multiple physical phenomena, say heat transfer, free surface flow
and interaction with solid material, phase transformation, and so on. In this talk, a multi-physics
coupled governing equation is proposed to describe formation of the molten pool and its reshape, and
then a meshless method, material point method, is implemented for modeling this key step. Two
special boundary conditions are implemented to take into account surface tension and Marangoni
effect, both of which play important roles to drive molten pool flow. Several numerical results are
given, which demonstrates that meshless method is a powerful tool to metallic molten pool simulation.
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ABSTRACT
Flexible and extensible partitioned multi-physics simulation environments require efficient and
modular tools with a broad and customizable coupling functionality.
PreCICE [1,2] is a library for flexible numerical surface coupling of single-physics solvers. Areas of
focus include distributed data mapping, peer-to-peer communication and quasi-Newton coupling
methods. Software packages currently coupled with preCICE comprise both commercial and academic
solvers, with a particular focus on fluid-structure interaction. preCICE is written in C++ and features a
clean and modern software design. The black box approach and the ability to work with meshless
point-clouds enable quick integration into existing solvers with only minimal modifications. The
distributed and decentralized design is targeted at massively parallel systems.
Communication and coupling between participants is done in a decentralized fashion by a peer-to-peer
approach thus minimizing blocking barriers in the process.
Data mapping is also fully distributed after peer-to-peer relations between solvers have been
established during an initialization phase. Various methods, ranging from nearest-neighbor to radialbasis-function interpolation, can be used to map meshed or meshless interfaces. All data mapping
methods work on distributed data using arbitrary, solver-supplied decompositions of the interface and
can work in either consistent or conservative operating modes.
For RBF mapping, various basis functions, using either a localized or global support are available. To
improve the approximation of global smooth functions, the RBF basis is augmented by a global linear
function. During the initialization phase, the partner mesh is filtered according to the selected basis
function and communication is established only between nodes that share portions of the interface.
Following the decomposition that was received from the solvers, the linear system, is created and
solved in a distributed way, currently based on PETSc.
Software modularization enables potential use of different computing kernels for the RBF method, like
fast-multipole-method implementations.
We will present scale-up tests to show strong scalability of the coupling in a real-world scenario as
well as tests that focus purely on the data mapping, conducted on the SuperMUC HPC system.
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